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Abstract : 

Industries are currently seeking technical solutions less expensive and more flexible than machine tools. 

Industrial robots seem to be a good alternative. However, their anisotropic behavior (kinematics, stiffness) 

greatly reduces the volume of the operational workspace. The solution we propose is to extend this space by 

adding intrinsic redundancy distributed between the effector and the part. The redundancy management for 

the path planning requires a set of criteria associated with the expected capabilities (accuracy, kinematics, 

dynamics, etc.). We use the well known gradient projected method (GPM) to realize the multi-criteria 

optimization. This method is applied to two cells including two 6 DoFs hybrid robots with a parallelogram 

closed loop (IRB6660), with parallel-serial structure (Tricept) and a turntable (2 DoFs) for which we 

consider the relative positioning as variables. The optimization allows us to first define a global location of 

the turntable and then to improve secondly the overall capacity of these cells for tasks machining in offline 

programming. 

Keywords: machining, kinematic redundancy, hybrid robot, multi-criteria optimization  

1 Introduction  

The increasing competitiveness between companies requires means of production which meet an expected 

functionality at a reduced investment cost. This financial rationalization encourages industrial robotic to 

compete with machine tools as regards tasks for which the volume of the workspace is large and does not 

require a great accuracy (> 0.1mm). In the field of aluminum alloys, composites or steel machining, the 

feasibility was demonstrated [1]. However, the behavior of robots must be improved to answer more 

specifically to the needs of customers in terms of accuracy and quality. Manufacturers such as ABB, KUKA 

and STAUBLI propose adapted manipulators architectures. These improvements are represented through the 

integration of more rigid gearboxes, more powerful engines, mass compensator, parallelogram closed loop or 

the integration of the spindle in the 5th link. The robotic machining represents less than 5% of robots sales 

but should be a strong segment of application development within the next 5 years. A paper published by 

"The Robotic Industries Association" shows that the barrier to robotic adoption in spite of a lower stiffness, 

is the lack of knowledge about the potential that can provide these solutions [2]. It should also be noted that 

robotic architectures have an anisotropic behavior in their workspace. The lack of accuracy and repeatability 

applied to parallel and serial structures [3] shows that predominant factors are: 

- Elastic deformations due to the forces generated by the process such as machining and the inertial 

forces: robot stiffness is around 1N/μm [4][5]. 

- Gravitational deformations partially offset by the calibration procedures. 

- Thermal deformation due to overheating of the link. 

The work lead in the development of cells for large cast parts machining [6] and beef carcasses cutting [7], 

show that working in a suitable space of the workspace [8], limiting accuracy errors, can be extended 

through the exploitation of intrinsic redundancy. This allows to provide a consequent adaptability to the 

capacity of the cell and an overall optimization of the behavior [4][9]. The studied robotic cells embed a 2 

DoFs turntable and the objective of the paper is showing an optimization of the tool path with 11 DoFs to 

find an optimized location of the turntable in the workspace of the robot. 
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2 Definition and modeling of the architectures 

Studied architectures integrate two 6 DoFs hybrid robots: the IRB6660 robot has a parallelogram closed loop 

in the bearing axis and the PKM Tricept has a parallel-serial substructure. These two robots are synchronized 

with a 2 DoFs turntable (q10 and q11). The dimension of the space for a machining task is 5 and it introduces a 

functional redundancy of 1 represented by the reorientation around the spindle axis  (figure 1c). We also 

introduce three additional translational mobilities corresponding to the relative positioning between the 

turntable and the robot (q7 to q9). Theses architectures have 11 DoFs (figure 1).  

 

FIG. 1 - Robotic cell we are currently developing (a), parameters of the turntable (b), functional redundancy 

around the tool axis (c). 

2.1 Direct and inverse geometric model 

Cells geometric modeling is performed using TCS method [10]. For each architecture, we consider a serial 

equivalent kinematic chain. IRB6660 modeling has been presented in [11] and Tricept’s one in [6]. In order 

not to shift the notations, additional joints are denoted q7 to q11 and are placed at the beginning of the chain. 

This model includes reversing movement with respect to the movement of the rotary table. This is equivalent 

to positioning the observer on the rotary table instead of positioning it on the base as usually done. Direct 

Geometric Model (DGM) solution is reached by multiplying the corresponding homogeneous operators. 

Inverse Geometric Model has infinitely solutions. Its resolution is made by optimization by setting of the 

additional degrees of freedom (intrinsic redundancy).  

2.2 Direct and inverse kinematic model 

To calculate the kinematic model, we use the relations given by TCS method [10]. In our case, the DKM 

matrix of the equivalent serial kinematic chain is one satisfying the following relation: 

 6543217891011 qqqqqqqqqqqJx ES
                                   (1) 

The resolution of the inverse kinematic model is an under-constrained problem that admits an infinite 

number of solutions. The Jacobian matrix is not square, it is not invertible. Many methods have been 

proposed in the past to control redundant architecture adding secondary tasks like Jacobian kernel projection, 

closed form [12], neural network [13], extended Jacobian [14] and so on. This paper uses the Gradient 

Projection Method whose recent work have presented satisfying results for industrial application [6] [7]. The 

IKM is formulated as: 
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FIG. 2 – Equivalent 11 DoFs architecture model including IRB6660 (a) and Tricept (b). 

The direct implementation of this method brings up some limitations: 

- In the choice of weightings for the different criteria to avoid the joint limits and singular 

configuration [16].  

- In the choice of the magnitude of the internal movement α which can disturb the convergence [17]. 

- This method allows the behavior to be improved but it does not guarantee to find an optimal solution 

for the set of criteria [13]. 

In order to improve the behavior of the optimization, we propose the following ways: 

- The implementation of variable weightings following a sinusoidal law of evolution [15]. 

- The magnitude adjustment  from the Armijo Law [17]. 

- The dominance of the criteria weighting (joint limits and singularity) on process-related criteria 

(stiffness, kinematics, etc...) (table 1). 

- The search space of solutions satisfying all criteria that allows a second refinement by local 

optimization based on the GPM. 
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TAB. 1 - Criteria used in the optimization. 

We integer different criteria based on task analysis. HSM conditions imply to use a dexterity criterion in the 

advance direction. The aim of the mechanical advantage is to take into account the direction and the 

magnitude of the cutting force to insure a good mechanical ratio on the manipulator. The authors [8] use a 
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stiffness criteria to limit the deviation of the manipulator taking into account the force orientation, magnitude 

and articular stiffness. We propose our stiffness criteria to focus the displacement on the stiffest axis because 

of the high degree of redundancy. We propose the use of weighted criteria which take into account : the 

kinematic behavior Φv, the mechanical behavior following the direction and the force magnitude (Φm, Φα), 

stiffness (Φrp, Φrt) according to the robot architecture (table 1) for the optimized path planning. The local 

optimization integrates a modification of the configuration by adding a variation of the positioning of each 

actuator at each trajectory point by: 

iii dqqq    with  )q())x((w)JJI(dq ii
'
ii  

           (4) 

))x((w i
'
i  integers the dominance of criteria and the weighted variable. In our development to define the 

best location, the criteria of joint limits and singularity are weighted to 5, the other criteria to 1.  

4 Software development 

The different models have been programming in Matlab
® 

(figure 3a, 3b). Some options have been integrated 

like loading of machining programming and writing of Rapid Code to synchronize the optimization results 

with the operating future cells. The option interface includes the different specificity of the robotic cells like 

the use of the functional redundancy, the use of the Armijo law, the joint stops and limits, weightings, 

process speed and so on. In the optimization, the criteria of joint limits is considered as a dominant criteria 

that means that closed to the limits, the criteria is strong face to the other criteria. 

     

FIG. 3 - Modeling of the two robotic cells in Matlab
® 

(a, b) in their reference configuration, tool path (c). 

5 Results 

The reference position Ot (figure 2) is defined as the distance with respect to O and located at the intersection 

of q10 and q11 axis.  The current optimization position is defined as the distance with respect to the reference 

position Ot. We are first interested in finding a global location for the turntable in the robot workspace. The 

tool path is a square composed of 12 points (4 at the corner, 4 at the midpoint and 4 at 1mm of the corner to 

highlight the reorientation face to cutting forces) (figure 3c). These points are centered on q11 turntable axis 

and located at 0.3m from the axis of q10. For each robotic cell, a reference configuration is taken into account. 

It corresponds to a feasible trajectory outside the joint limits, apart from singularity configurations. The 

global optimization evaluates in the workspace the best location to start the local optimization. To show the 

relevance of the algorithm, we present for each architecture, the evaluation of the normalized criteria in the 

reference configuration (figure 3) with dotted line and during optimized trajectories (figure 4c, 5c) with 

continuous line.   

5.1 Case of the hybrid robot with a parallelogram closed loop (IRB6660) 

The turntable is located at the reference position Ot [1.8, 0, 0.8] (figure 3a). The first optimized trajectory 

shows the improvement of the kinematic capacity Фv while working at a position around [0.1,-0.5, 0.3] from 

Ot (figure 4a). This improvement has lead to an ill-oriented posture against the machining forces (see Фm in 

figure 4a). In the second simulation, the robotic cell is better oriented against the forces but the kinematic 

performances are reduced (figure 4b). These results highlight the importance of working at 1.4 m to have 
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some good kinematic performances and to shift the turntable of 0.5m from xOz plane to have good global 

performances.  

5.2 Case of the hybrid robot with a parallel serial structure (Tricept) 

The turntable is located at the reference position Ot [2, 0.3, 1.2]. The first optimized trajectory improves the 

overall stiffness performances base on the extension criteria Фrt. We notice moreover an alternance between 

the improvement of kinematic capacity and the orientation management faces to the forces (figure 5a). In the 

second optimized trajectory, stiffness is improved but kinematic performances are reduced (figure 5b). We 

notice that a good location of the turntable is [-0.2, q7opt, 0]. q7opt is variable and highlights for such a robot 

the importance of adding a track along y axis to extend the workspace and to improve the capacities of such a 

robot. 

  

FIG. 4 - Trajectories evaluation for the robotic cell with hybrid robot with a parallelogram closed loop, first 

optimized trajectory (a), second one (b) and some pictures while realizing the first optimized trajectory (c). 

  

FIG. 5 - Trajectories evaluation for the robotic cell with the hybrid robot with parallel serial structure, first 

optimized trajectory (a), second one (b) and some pictures while realizing the first optimized trajectory (c). 

6 Conclusion 

The main results of this work focus on the optimized location of the turntable. The results highlight that for a 

given tool path, the influence of the location of the turntable on x and z-axis is less important than y-axis. It 
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indicates the usefulness of using a linear track to carrying out the turntable on direction y (figure 1a). 

Moreover, this supplementary mobility is more important for the hybrid robot with parallel serial structure 

(figure 5a, 5c) which uses it more because of its reduced workspace in comparison with the hybrid robot with 

a parallelogram closed loop. These results allow us to well located the different elements of the cell and 

validate the integration of the linear track. 
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